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May 1, 2005 

 

 

To:  All 2001 Company Representatives  

 

 

 

2001 Co. Wind Rider Competitive Advantage 
 

Most roofing manufacturer’s warranties are nullified by strong gale force winds and wind over 54-miles 

per hour.  A misunderstood roofing term is FM I 90.  It does not mean 90 miles per hour wind 

protection.  It means that the roof assembly has passed Factory Mutual Insurance test for class I fire 

protection 90 pounds per square foot pressure resistance for one minute. 

 

2001 Company “Wind Rider” covers common Beaufort scale wind descriptions Gales, 

Hurricanes, Himacanes, Tornadoes, and Wind Shears that nullify a manufacturer’s roof warranty during 

a wind event (copy of the Beaufort scale attached). 

 

2001 Company clearly states the mph wind protection of the warranty with the  

“Wind Rider.” (Copy of 2001 Company “Wind Rider” attached). 

 

The U.S. building wind code ASCE-7-98 requires roofers to install roof and manufacturer’s to offer roof 

systems to resist 85 to 150 miles per hour winds according to the ASCE-7-98 wind code map locations of 

the specific building. 

 

Other manufacturers, Firestone etc., claim to have a high wind warranty from 55 mph up to 120 miles 

per hour, but nullify their warranty for Hurricanes, Tornadoes, Strong Gales, and the all inclusive Acts 

Of God. 

 

So what good is their 120 mph wind guarantee when it is nullified by hurricanes, tornadoes and acts of 

God?  

 

The 2001 Company “Wind Rider” is a competitive advantage for 2001 Co., Representatives and Licensed 

Applicators.   

 

Try to write a specific ASCE 7-98 wind speed into your roof specifications and bid proposals.  (Example) 

 

7.0 Roofing manufacturer’s warranty and rider provided to building owner upon completion. 
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7.1 Total systems warranty: from the roofing manufacturer covering labor and material to repair 

defective roofing for (     ) years. 

 

7.2 Wind rider:  From roofing manufacturer guarantying that the roof assembly will remain intact on the 

building structure for the ASCE-7-98 U.S. code ,85-150, (       )miles per hour requirement of the building 

location.  The wind rider will nullify gales, hurricanes, and other wind related exclusions in the 

manufacturer’s total system warranty. 

 

7.3 Wet roof drying rider: from roofing manufacturer guarantying the existing wet roof substrate will to 

dry in (      ) years. 

 

7.4 Hail damage rider: from roofing manufacturer guarantying the membrane will be repaired free of 

charge form hail up to (     ) inches. 

 

7.5 Wind blown debris rider: from roofing manufacturer guarantying the roof system will be repaired 

free of charge from wind blown debris damage. 

 

Note:  Only available with 90 mil C-EPDM and thicker. 
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TECHNICAL BULLETIN – APRIL 2005 
 

MECHANICALLY ATTACHED 10’ WIDE vs. 2001 WIND VENTED EPDM – 50’ X 200’ 
 

 

Enclosed is a comparison study of installing a conventional mechanically attached fastener in seam roof with 

10’ wide sheets in comparison to a 2001 Co. wind vented roof with large 50’ x 200’ C-EPDM sheets. 
 

A 200 x 200’foot building size was used for the best advantage of the10’ wide mechanically attached.  

Smaller roofs have more seams and fasteners per square foot.  The following graph shows the difference in 

linear feet of seams in a mechanically attached roof as opposed to a 2001 Company Wind Vented Roof.  The 

approximate Ratio is 12:1 
 

SEAMS   

7,480 Linear feet of seams mechanically attached 10’ wide membrane. 

600’ Linear feet of seams 2001 Wind Vented 50’ x 200’ C-EPDM. 
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FASTENERS 

17,480 Mechanical fasteners – 10’ wide. 
 

1,170 Fasteners 2001 Wind Vented 50’ x 200’ 
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The graph above shows a comparison of the number of fasteners used in a mechanically attached roof as 

opposed to a 2001 Company wind vented roof.  The fastener ratio is approximately 15:1 

To figure a smaller building from this example, just divide by its size reduction to get the amount of 

fasteners and seams.  For example, to get its fasteners and seams on a 100’ x 100’ building. 

 

    Fasteners     Seams Linear Feet 

100’ x 100’:17,480 ÷ 4 = 4,370        1,870 
 

Versus 2001 Company Wind Vented with 50’ x 200’ EPDM. 

    Fasteners    Seams Linear Feet 

100’ X 100’ Divide by 4 1,170 = 293      100’  

Large Sheet EPDM Wind Vented Versus 10’ Wide Mechanically Attached 

 

600’ Linear Feet of Seams VS. 7,480 Linear feet mechanically attached 

1.  Less roofer made seams to spring or leak – 0.1 mile vs. 1.41 miles with mechanically attached. 

2.  Less fasteners to back up through the roof membrane – 1,170  vs. 17,480 mechanically attached. 

 

3.  30-year proven track record of weathering  with no membrane brittleness or zip tape seam failure 

with C-EPDM membrane with 2001 Co., Talc Eater Primed zip tape seams.   

 

4.  C-EPDM, non-reinforced,  loose laid in a 2001 roof assembly can take hail, foot traffic, and impact 

abuse: better than any thermoplastic membrane including reinforced EPDM. 

Thermoplastic membranes  

 

5.  A 2001 Company wind vented roof is self drying: a mechanically attached roof locks moisture in and 

deteriorates the substrate, fasteners, and wets insulation to lose R-value. 
 

6.  Membrane damage is easy to find in a 2001 system: by positively pressurizing the roof underside and 

washing the roof with soapy water even pin hole punctures are found. 
 

7. God help the poor roofer who has to tear the mechanically fastened roof off in 15-years.  

Who is going to take all those fasteners out of the roof deck?  

How do you rip the fasteners out of the deck without destroying the roof deck? 








